Highly phagocytic, CD4hi, CD14hi and CD16hi antigen-presenting cells modulated by tumour-conditioned media retain the capacity to mature and induce TH1 T-cell proliferation.
The tumour microenvironment down-modulates antigen-presentation by dendritic cells (DC), presumably due to inhibition of DC maturation. Here, we sought to examine (1) whether monocyte-derived cells cultivated with tumour-conditioned media under conditions that are conducive to DC generation (APCTCM) resemble immature DC (iDC), IL-10-induced regulatory DC (DCIL10) or display other distinctive features; (2) whether APCTCM are convertible to immunostimulatory DC (DCims) upon proper activation and (3) whether APCTCM and activated APCTCM are functionally defective. Four tumour cell lines expressing different cytokines were used to mimic different tumour microenvironments. As compared to iDC, DCims or DCIL10, APCTCM exhibited the highest levels of expression for CD14, CD16 and CD4. These markers and a high phagocytic capacity were unique features of these cells. When APCTCM were activated by a maturation cocktail, CD83, CD86, HLA-DR and CD25 were up-regulated to levels considerably higher than in DCIL10 and comparable to DCims while CD14, CD16, CD4 and dextran-uptake were down-modulated. Activated APCTCM induced 50-60% of the proliferative response of DCims in the allogeneic T-cell proliferation assay while DCIL10 mounted a 20-30% response (iDC elicited approximately 10%). Activated APCTCM induced secretion of almost equal amounts of IFN-gamma, TNF-alpha and IL-2 as DCims indicating induction of Th1 differentiation. When mature DCims were exposed to TCM, their immunostimulatory function was not significantly altered. However, when TCM were added to the co-cultures of DCims and CD4 T-cells the proliferative outcome was dependent on the TCM. In summary, APCTCM display special features but can mature into DCims-like cells.